
Jan 22, 2016

Councilman Herb Wesson 
Council District 10
RE: R1 RV2 zoning for 1800 Preuss and Crestview CD10 

Dear Councilman,
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We, Crestview CD10 residents and homeowners, are urging you, our councilman, to 
designate R1V2 (formerly R1 VNew) zoning for the 1800 Block of Preuss Road in 
Crestview CD 10.

We are very strongly opposed to the proposed zoning of R1R2RG for our block and request R1V2 zoning 
instead.

We respectfully request that the city assign to our block the zoning designation most appropriate for the 
topography and the original design of our homes. Specifically we request that our block be designated 
R1V2 (formerly R1 VNew) which restricts homes to 55% of the lot size, but allows placement of the 
garage at front or rear.

We oppose the RG zoning which required rear garages/detached garages for our block. Our 
block was originally constructed with many front facing, attached garages. It is a prevalent style 
of homes here. I have attached pictures of 9 homes on my block of 1800 Preuss which were 
constructed in the 1920-1940s with front garages. This is 50% of the single family homes on our 
block.

We are very opposed to the R1R2RG zoning which limits homes to 35-45% size limitation which 
further penalizes us for having attached garages and decks. Our homes were constructed into 
the crest of the hill which gives Crestview its name. We are on narrow lots, with front garages 
and decks. Homes on our block are similar in scale to the Beverlywood homes a block west of us 
which is being recommended for R1-V2 zoning. The proposed zoning of R1R2RG is completely 
inappropriate for our lots and our homes. Many of our homes are already in violation of the 
R1R2RG limits and would be unfairly and severely constrained by the R1R2RG designation. 
Because our homes could never be brought to code, these designations would make refinancing 
or homes or selling our homes very difficult, and remodeling them close to impossible.

We understand, and fully support, the drive to put in place zoning rules to preserve the integrity 
of neighborhoods. In our case RIV-New is the designation that most clearly reflects the original 
design of homes on our block.

We understand that you have made exceptions for other blocks where the R1R2RG is 
inappropriate or imposes burdens. As an example, Christine Sappanora informed us that 
Stearns between Pickford and Airdrome which has been excluded from the R1R2RG because the 
topography of that block is not compatible with R1R2RG zoning.

The SORO neighborhood council agrees, and is recommending a specific line item requesting 
that 1800 Preuss specifically be zoned R1V2 rather than rlr2rg.



There are 24 homes on our block. Of those 24, 3 are rentals and one is unoccupied. Of the 20 
owner occupied homes, 15 have signed letters requesting the R1V2 (Vnew) zoning.

We would request this courtesy for our block of 1800 Preuss and our neighbor Barry Polterak - 
the lone R1 zoned home at 8915 Sawyer adjoining our block. Our homes were designed with 
attached garages, and front facing garages, and our zoning should reflect that original design 
necessity.

We appeal to you and your team for help in this matter. Please don't abandon us. We are your 
neighbors, and your constituents.



Neighborhood: Crestview CD10/1800 block Preuss Road

No Contact yet.

Has Front Garage, but haven’t gotten 
signature yet

Homes on 1800 block of Preuss Road in Crestview CD10 which were built with front facing attached 
garages and decks.
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Dear City Planning staff,
Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying chlfeBteNo. 
of single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles,
I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RQ for Wiishire vf^SiPUtyC 
This zone will help protect our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, 

expansions and new construction.
With thanks,
[Carole Tweden]
[1344 Hauser Blvd 
Wiishire Vista 
CD10
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Dear City Planning staff,
Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.
I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG tor Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.
Sincerely,
Marline Tomczyk 
Wiishire Vista 
CD10

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.
I am writing to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help 
protect our neighborhood character while allowing renovations, reasonable expansions and new construction.

Many thanks tor your attention,

Steve Siers
1222 S, Spaulding Avenue
Wiishire Vista
CD10

Dear City Planning staff,
Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.
I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.
With thanks,
Philip Leers 
1317 S Stanley Ave 
Wiishire Vista 
CD10

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

i write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our neighborhood 
character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks,

Kristine Eller
1368 S Sierra Bonita, Los Angeles, CA 90019
Wiishire Vista
CD10

Kristine Eiler {Maschhoff} 
310-903-6593



Dear City Planning staff,
Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.
I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This 2one will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.
With thanks,
Michael Eiler
1368 S, Sierra Bonita Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90019
Wiishire Vista
CD10

Michael Eller 
310-775-7203

Ladies and Gentlemen,

! am a resident of Wiishire Vista.

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single 
family neighborhoods In Los Angeles.

I am writing to express my support for the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for 
Wiishire Vista. It is my firm belief that this zone will help protect our neighborhood's character while 
allowing reasonable renovations, expansions, and new construction.

Very sincerely,
Jennifer Grega 
1238 S. Spaulding Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90019 
Wiishire Vista 
CD10

Dear Cily Planning staff,
Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for WilshireVista. This zone wifi help protect our neighborhood 
character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction,

Wiishire Vista is a very special neighborhood with great architecture, great history, great character and great Angelenos who both support and 
appreciate that, and in many, if not most cases, chose this neighborhood in big reason because of that. To suggest, as some have, that the only 
way to renovate is for homes be torn down to the ground, and ail the great history, character and architecture literally pushed to the curb, is not 
just short sighted and incorrect, but what pushes people out of not just Wiishire Vista, but also Los Angeies and in to other cities where 
reasonable neighborhood protections already exist.

Thank you for the efforts to protect the great neighborhoods of LA like Wiishire Vista and giving the residents a voice and protections from 
developers who are not appreciating what we all iove and why we aii live here.

I strongly support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista.

With thanks,

Ethan Cohan
1206 South Sierra Bonita Avenue
Wiishire Vista
CD10

Dear City Planning personnel,

1 want to thank you for developing the proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in 
Los Angeles. In particular I am writing to support the new R1R2-RG zone and urge that it be adopted for Wiishire Vista. As a long time resident 
of Wiishire Vista I am hopeful that the basic character of the neighborhood is preserved without undue restrictions to enhancement, upgrade 
and prudent development. This zoning ordinance will help protect our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, 
expansions and new construction. It is exactly the balance we need in our city.

Most sincerely,
tHenry J Morgen



Los Angeles Ci(y Planning Stall.

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to (irmly support ihe new zones, and also support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our 
neighborhood's character while still allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks,

Barbara Wells
1364 South Curson Avenue
Wiishire Vista
CO10

Barbara Griggs Wells, Ph.D.
BGW Mathematics Education Consulting 
1364 S. Curson Avenue 
Los Angeles. CA 900i9-66iS 
323.935.537? (Voice and Fax)

Dear City Planning staff.

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support Ihe new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our neighborhood 
character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks.

Sarah Pearson
1166 South Sierra Bonita Avenue
Wishire Vista
CD10

Dear City Planning staff.

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in Los 
Angeles. The charm of (he Wiishire Vista neighborhood and others like it is the unifying character of the single-family homes And home is the 
keyword
here. The multiplex and MacMansion types ol housing soon destroy the ambience of the neighborhood

l write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption ol R1R2-RG lor Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

with thanks.

Michael and Tayeko Kaufman 
1307-1309 S. Stanley Street 
Los Angeles, 90019 
Wiishire Vista 
CDlO

Dear City Planning Stall.
i am writing to express my gratitude for your developing of proposed single family zones that better reflect the characters of single-family 
neighborhoods of Los Angeles.

As a Wiishire Vista homeowner, I write to suppon the new zones and the adoptyion of Hi R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will serve to 
protect Ihe historical, pleasant, character of our neighborhood white still allowing reasonable expansions, renovations and new constructions.

Sincerely.
Miriyann Glazer
1335 South Siena Bonita Avenue
Wiishire Vista
CDlO

Miriyam GI*W, Rabbi. Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus or Literature and Communication 
American Jewish University



Dear City Planning staff,
Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in Los 
Angeles.
I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.
With thanks,
Rosemary Gallagher 
1306 .S' Slcnu Homia A 
Wiishire Vista 
CDlO

Dear City Planning staff,
Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.
I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.
With thanks,
Shawn G. Harper 
1207 Masselin Ave 
Wiishire Vista 
CD10

Dear Members of the City Planning Staff,

Many THANKS for developing the proposed single family zones that reflect more accurately the diverse character of 
the single-family neighborhoods of Los Angeles.

I am writing today in support of the new zones and expressly to support the adoption of the R1R2-RG zone for 
Wiishire Vista. Observance/implementation of the requirements of this zone will be essential to preserving and 
protecting the character of our neighborhoods while at the same time making possible renovation, expansion, and 
new construction that is compliant with zoning regulations.

I do hope that you will give this letter due consideration and thank you in advance.

Sincerely,
Azade-Ayse Rorlich 
1217 S.Stanley Ave.
Los Angeles, CA.90019 
Wiishire Vista 
Council District 10

Dear City Planning Staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods of Los 
Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista, This zone will help protect our neighborhood 
character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions, and new construction.

Thank you!

Jane Carpenter 
1243 S Stan tey Ave 
Los Angeles, CA 90019 
Wiishire Vista 
Council District 10

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single -family 
neighborhood in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will heip



protect our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction,

With thanks,

Hari S. Rorlieh 
1217 S. Stanley Ave.
Wiishire Vista 
Council District 10

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help 
protect our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks,

Sydney Williams 
1233 S Stanley Ave 
Wiishire Vista 
CDlO

Dear City Planning staff,
Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.
I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista, This zone will help 
protect our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction. 
With thanks,
Lance A. Williams, Ph. D.
1233 S Stanley Ave 
Wiishire Vista 
CDlO

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you tor developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our neighborhood 
character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks,

P. Victoria Gore
1084 S Ogden Drive/ LA, CA 90019
Wiishire Vista
CD10

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help 
protect our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.



Wish thanks,

Monica Hakman 
1203 S. Spaulding Ave 
Los Angeles CA 90019 
Wiishire Vista 
CD10

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying 
character of single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles,

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire 
Vista. This zone will help protect our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable 
renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks,

Martin Bruinsma
1217 South Spaulding Avenue
LA, CA 90019
Wiishire Vista
CD10

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed singie family zones that better reflect the varying character of single
family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will 
help protect our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new 
construction.

With thanks,

Jamas Frenzel and Nancy Wicks
1243 S. Ogden Drive
Los Angeles
CA 90019
Wiishire Vista
CD10

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed singie family zones that better reflect the varying 
character of single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire 
Vista. This zone will help protect our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable 
renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks,

Robert T McDonald 
1233 S Ogden Dr 
Wiishire Vista 
CD 10

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of 
single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.



] write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This 
zone will help protect our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions 
and new construction.

With thanks,

Richard and Courtney Mamiino 
South Ogden Dr.
Wiishire Vista 
CDlO

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single
family neighborhoods in Los Angeles

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone 
will
and new construction.

The character of this neighborhood is what keeps it unique, desirable and livable!!!

With thanks,

Kim Orlando 
5900 Whitworth Drive 
Los Angeles, CA 90019 
Wiishire Vista 
CD10

Dear City Planning staff

Thank you for developing proposed single tamily zones that belter relied the varying character of 
single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and io support the adoption of Ft t njm iG fot Wiishire Vista. This 
zone will help protect our ne.ighbo.hood ermacter while allowing teaseuc-li a renovations, expansions 
and new construction.

Wit ft Blanks,

Gwen Ewart 
1208 S. Spaulding Ave 
Wiishire Vista 
CD 10

Dear City Planning Staff:

Thank you for developing proposed single family zone that better reflect the varying 
character of single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to most strongly support the adoption of R1R2- 
RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will serve to protect the character of our 
neighborhood while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new 
construction.

Sincerely,
Mort Seidner 
1211S. Stanley Av.
Wiishire Vista 
Council District 10

Oar City Planning Staff,



Thank you for developing proposed single family zones tbal better reflecl the varying character of single-family neighborhoods 
in Los Angeles.

\ write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone wii help protect our 
neighbohood character while allowing reasonabe renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks,

Constance Freeman
1222 So. Stanley Avenue, LA 90019
Wiishire Vista
Council District 10

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed singte family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods 
in Los Angeles.

I write to support ihe new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks,

Alain & Catherine Giraud 
1258 South Ogden Drive

LA CA 90019 
Wiishire Visla 
CD10

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed singie family zones that better reflect the varying character of single
family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vfsta. This zone 
will help protect our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new 
construction.

With thanks,

Josie Azzam 
5824 San Vicente Bivd 
Wiishire Vista 
CD10

LITTLE EVIL - ASSISTANT EDITOR 
C: 202.329.7719
E: )Q8te.a22am®qnnarf com

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying 
character of single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire 
Vista, This zone will help protect our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable 
renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks,

Sandy Yaras
1200 S. Spaulding Ave
Wiishire Vista
CD10

Dear Los Angeles City Planning staff,

Thank you for all of the outreach to understand the communities concerns about 
development especially from the lessons learned in the impact of the BOD developments, I 
believe your effort in creating the proposed single family 2ones better reflect the varying 
character of single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles while allowing designs that are



fresh and respect the time period we live in and that is so unique to Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire 
Vista.

Sincerely,

Pascal in e Doucin Dahlke 
1323 South Spaulding Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90019

Wiishire Vista 
CD10

Dear City Planning Staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better 
reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in Los 
Angeles.

! write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of 
R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. The zone will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, 
expansions and new construction.

With thanks,
Alissa Solomon 
1243 S. Genesee Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90019 
Wiishire Vista 
Council district 10

Dear Members of the City Planning Staff,

Many THANKS for developing the proposed single family zones that reflect more accurately the 
diverse character of the single-family neighborhoods of Los Angeles.

I am writing today in support of the new zones and expressly to support the adoption of the 
R1R2-RG zone for Wiishire Vista. Observance/implementation of the requirements of this zone 
will be essential to preserving and protecting the character of our neighborhoods while at the 
same time making possible renovation, expansion, and new construction that is compliant with 
zoning regulations.

i do hope that you will give this letter due consideration and thank you in advance.

Ralston Young 
1342 S Spaulding 
CD 10
Wiishire Vista

Sent from my iPhone



Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I'm writing to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our neighborhood 
character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks,

Bob Thomas
1208 South Spaulding Ave.
Wiishire Vista
Begin forwarded message:
From: Delia Hodson <delia@newbreedairl.com>
Subject: CPC-2016-2112-ZC: Support for newfR1R2-RG, for Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 24, 2016 at 2:16:53 PM PDT 
To: <NeiahborhootfConservation@lacitv.orq>

Dear City Pianning staff,

Dear City Planning staff, or to whom it may concern

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to SUPPORT the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista.

This zone will hefp protect our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new 
construction.

i originate from Europe & so I’m very aware how important it is to maintain the historical character of a neigbourhood. 

Authenticity is always valued & sought after.

The skill & craftsmanship In our LA 1920s Spanish cottages with the original hand carved Batch Elder fireplaces, our 
English beamed Tudors & our French castles are part of LA’s history reflecting the 1920s worlds trade fair & the arts & 
crafts movement.

It is a pleasure & a delight to be able to five in such a beautiful & well maintained & historical neighbourhood. The 
originality & uniqueness of our block is always a topic of conversation with visitors.

These new modern boxy buildings have no curve appeal, they block natural light & their current 'newness & trendyness' 
will deteriorate quickly over time, unlike sought after rare historical 'antique houses.

These eyesores are tearing down ' history’ built for quick big money by developers that don’t live here, nor care. They 
have no interest in preserving LAs few historical remaining landmarks & the quality of life enjoyed by its upstanding 
residents.

Thank you for R1R2-RG & for looking out long term in effort to maintain the importance of culture & style of our 1920s 
historical gem, Wiishire Vista,

With thanks,

Delia Hodson 
1165 Masselin Ave,
Wiishire Vista 90019 
CD10
Begin forwarded message:
From: Bradbury Kristin <wabradbun/7@att.net>
Subject: Re: CPC-2016-2112-ZC: Support for new “R1R2-RG” for Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 25, 2016 at 10:47:01 AM PDT 
To: NeiahborhoodConservation@lacitv.orQ

mailto:delia@newbreedairl.com
mailto:NeiahborhootfConservation@lacitv.orq
mailto:7@att.net
mailto:hborhoodConservation@lacitv.orQ


Dear City Planning staff,
Thank you for deveioping proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.
I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

While S respect the view that allowing mansionazation in other neighborhoods could bring in higher home

values, this has never been a concern in Wiishire Vista. ! have lived in our wonderful neighborhood my entire life,

and our home values are excellent in large part due to preserving the look of our classic Los Angeles homes. This

is why! am writing to urge you to adopt the R1R2-RG one for Wiishire Vista.
With thanks,
Angela Bradbury 
1244 S. Spaulding Ave.
Wiishire Vista 
CD10

Begin forwarded message:
From: Tayeko Kaufman <tavekosk@amail.com>
Subject: R1R2-Rg
Date: September 21,2016 at 9:57:44 AM PDT 
To: NeiQhborhoodConservation@laeitv.orQ 
Cc: protectwilshirevista@amail. com

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in Los 
Angeles. The charm of the Wiishire Vista neighborhood and others like it is the unifying character of the single-family homes. And home Is the 
key word
here. The multiplex and MacMansion types of housing soon destroy the ambience of the neighborhood.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks,

Michael and Tayeko Kaufman 
1307-1309 S. Stanley Street 
Los Angeles, 90019 
Witshire Vista 
CD10
Begin forwarded message:
From; Dale Bodenstain <bodensw@qmail.com>
Subject: Support for new R1R2-RG tor Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 23, 2016 at 7:33:33 AM PDT
To: NeiohborhoodConservation@lacitv.org. protectwilshirevista@amail.coiri 

dear city planning staff,
thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single family neighborhoods In L.A.
I write to support the new zones and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista.

thanks
dale bodenstein 
1121 south spaulding ave 
wiishire vista 
council 10
Begin forwarded message:

Subject: Re: CPC-2016-2112-ZC: Support for new “R1R2-RG” for Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 25, 2016 at 10:45:23 AM PDT 
To: NeiahborhoodConservation@iacitv.org

Dear City Planning staff,
Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of sirtgie-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.
I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our

mailto:tavekosk@amail.com
mailto:NeiQhborhoodConservation@laeitv.orQ
mailto:bodensw@qmail.com
mailto:hborhoodConservation@lacitv.or
mailto:hborhoodConservation@iacitv.or


neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

While I respect the view that allowing mansionazation in other neighborhoods could bring in higher home

values, this has never been a concern in Wiishire Vista. I am a 20+ year resident in our wonderful neighborhood,

and our home values are excellent in large part due to preserving the look of our ciassic Los Angeles homes. This is

why I am writing to urge you to adopt the R1R2-RG one for Wiishire Vista.
With thanks,
William Bradbury 
1244 S. Spaulding Ave.
Wiishire Vista 
CD10

Begin forwarded message:
From: Ruth <scribsiars®ca.rr.com>
Subject: CPC-2016-2112-ZC: Support for new “R1R2-RG" for Wiishire Vista
Date: September 17, 2016 at 7:27:17 PM PDT
To: NeiahborhoodConservation@l3citv.org
Cc: Protect Wiishire Vista <protectwilshi revi sta @omail ,com>

Dear Los Angeles City Planning staff,

I wish to thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying needs of single-family neighborhoods in Los 
Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. We love our beautiful neighborhood and have 
invested our time, energy and financial resources into our homes. This zone will help protect our neighborhood character while allowing 
reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Yours sincerely,

Ruth Scribner 
1222 S. Spaulding Ave 
Los Angeles, CA 90019 
Council District 10

Begin forwarded message:
From: Rick Phillippe <Rick.PhilliDoe@caliisonrtkl.com>
Subject: Subject: CPC-2016-2112-ZC: Support for new "R1R2-RG" for Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 19, 2016 at 9:51:22 AM PDT
To: "NeiahborhoodCohservation@lacitv.ora" <NeighborhoQdConservation@lacitv.org>
Cc: *Drotectwilshirevista@gmaii.com" <protectwilshirevista@atnail.com>

converted from rtf

mailto:hborhoodConservation@l3citv.org
mailto:Rick.PhilliDoe@caliisonrtkl.com
mailto:hborhoodCohservation@lacitv.ora
mailto:NeighborhoQdConservation@lacitv.org
mailto:protectwilshirevista@atnail.com


Dear City Planning staff,
Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.
I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect 
our neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.
As an architect, I specifically chose the Wiishire Vista neighborhood because of its rich and generally intact 
architecture. I have been disheartened to see other neighborhoods destroyed by rampant, oversized developments 
(“McMansions") that ignore the rich history of residential architecture here in LA. I have worried that this too would 
happen to my beloved neighborhood. Thus I applaud and fully support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista,

With thanks,
Rick Phillippe, Architect 
5867 Whitworth Drive 
Los Angeles, CA 90019 
Wiishire Vista 
CD10

Rick Phillippe
RA
Senior Associate Vice President

+ 1 213 633 1291 Direct 
+ 1213 633 1100 Ofice
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Los Angel es CA 90071
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This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are the property of Arcadis and its affiliates. All rights, including without 
limitation copyright, are reserved. This e-mail contains information which may be confidential and/or privileged. It is 
for the exclusive use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s), please note that any form of 
distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. 
If you have received this communication in error, please return it to the sender, delete it and destroy any copies of it.

While reasonable precautions have been taken to ensure no viruses are present, we cannot guarantee that this e-mail or 
any attachment is virus-free or has not been intercepted or changed. Any opinions or other information in this e-maii 
that do not relate to the official business of Arcadis or CailisonRTKL are neither given nor endorsed by it.
Begin forwarded message:
From: Michael Berick <mikeberick@aol.com>
Subject: CPC-2016-2122-ZC: Support for new “R1R2-RG" for Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 23, 2016 at 11:09:50 PM PDT 
To: neiqhborhoodconservation@lacitv.orQ

mailto:mikeberick@aol.com
mailto:hborhoodconservation@lacitv.or


Cc: prQtectwiishirevista@amail.CQm 

Dear City Planning Staff,

Thanks for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single family neighborhoods in 
LA.

I am writing to support the new zones and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect 
our neighborhood, while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Thank you,

Michael Berick
1142 S. Stanley Ave 90019
Wiishire Vista
Council District 10

Begin forwarded message:
From: shawn harper <shawmbv22®vahoo.corn>
Subject: CPC-2016-2112-ZC: Support for new “R1R2-RG” for Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 21,2016 at 7:26:12 PM PDT
To: "Neighborh oodConservation@iacitv.org11 <NeiahborhoodConservation@lacitv.ora>

Dear City Planning staff,
Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.
I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.
With thanks,
Shawn G. Harper 
1207 Masselin Ave 
Wiishire Vista 
CD10
Begin forwarded message:
From: Jeff Young <ieff.vounq@pacbell.net>
Subject: CPC-2016-2112-ZC: SUPPORT for"R1R2-RG" for Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 24, 2016 at 8:31:40 PM PDT 
To: NeiahborhoodConservation@lacitv.orQ 
Cc: protectwiishirevista@Qmail.com

Dear City Planning Team,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-fatly neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I'm writing today to SUPPORT the adoption of R1R2-RG for the Wiishire Vista Neighborhood. This zoning classification will well protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovation, expansions and new construction.

Thanks for your assistance with this important issue,

Jeff Young
1342 South Spaulding Avenue 
CD 10
Wiishire Vista

Begin forwarded message:

Subject: CPC-2016-2112-ZC: Support for new “R1R2-RG" for Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 23, 2016 at 9:04:31 AM PDT 
To; NetahborhoodConservation@lacitv.Qra 
Cc: Drotectwilshirevista@omail.com

Dear City Pianning staff.

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista, This zone will help protect our neighborhood
character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Reply-To:

mailto:hborh_oodConservation@iacitv.or
mailto:NeiahborhoodConservation@lacitv.ora
mailto:ieff.vounq@pacbell.net
mailto:hborhoodConservation@lacitv.or
mailto:NetahborhoodConservation@lacitv.Qr


With thanks,

Conzella McCurdy 
1084 S. Ogden Drive 
Los Angeles, CA 90019 
Wiishire Vista 
CD10
Begin forwarded message:
From: <fortecarter@sbcalobal.net>
Subject: CPC-2016-2112-ZC: Support for new “R1R2-RG” for Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 23, 2016 at 4:51:37 PM PDT
To: "NeiahborhoodConservation@iacitv.org“ <NelahborlioodConservation@iacitv.ora>
Reply-To: <fortecarter@sbcalobal.net>

Dear City Planning staff,
Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.
i write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.
With thanks,
Forte' Carter
1142 S. Spaulding Avenue #3 Los Angeles, CA 90019
Wiishire Vista
CD10

Forte' Carter 
Have a prosperous day 
Begin forwarded message:
From: Ewald Leverkus <eleverkus@sbcolobal.nef>
Subject: CPC-2016-2112-ZC: Support for new Wiishire Vista “R1-R2-RG" zoning 
Date: September 25, 2016 at 9:26:29 AM PDT 
To: Cathy Leverkus <cathvi@thewillows.ora>
Cc: ''protectwilshirevista@omail.com" <proteGtwilshirevista@gmaii.com>
Reply-To: Ewald Leverkus <eleverkus@sbcglobal.net>

CATHY: Above replace your email address with this one - NeiahborhoodConservation@lacitv.org

Dear Los Angeles City Planning Staff,

I applaud your proposed singie family R1R2-RG zone change. Your proposal will help maintain the 
existing diversified character of our neighborhood.

I was drawn to buy a home in the Wiishire Vista area of Los Angeles because of the variety building 
facade had been maintained and left unspoiled. As the housing needs change and prices escalate, it is 
inevitable that some modification to an existing structure will be needed.

The above noted zoning change will provide the best opportunity to maintain the existing ambiance of 
our neighborhood while providing the means to accommodate current living patterns.

QUESTION: How is the setback requirement for the second story additions determined?

Thank you.

Cathy J. Leverkus

1334 So Spaulding Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90019

Wiishire Vista 
Council District 10 
Begin forwarded message:

mailto:fortecarter@sbcalobal.net
mailto:hborhoodConservation@iacitv.or
mailto:NelahborlioodConservation@iacitv.ora
mailto:fortecarter@sbcalobal.net
mailto:eleverkus@sbcolobal.nef
mailto:cathvi@thewillows.ora
mailto:proteGtwilshirevista@gmaii.com
mailto:eleverkus@sbcglobal.net


From: Judy Yaras <iudwaras@amail.com>
Subject: CFC-2016-2112-ZC: Support for new “R1R2-RG" for Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 25, 2016 at 8:28:18 PM PDT 
To: NeiahborhoodConservation@lacitv.org 
Cc: protectwiishirevista@amail.com

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista, This zone will help protect our 
neighborhood character white allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction,

With thanks,

Judy Yaras
1200 S, Spaulding Ave
Wiishire Vista
CD10

Begin forwarded message:
From: Bradbury Kristin <wabradburv7@att.net>
Subject: CPC-2016-2112-ZC: Support for new “R1R2-RG” for Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 25, 2016 at 10:44:24 AM PDT 
To: NeiqhborhoodConseivationQlacity.org

Dear City Planning staff.
Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.
I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

While I respect the view that allowing mansionazation in other neighborhoods could bring in higher home

values, this has never been a concern in Wiishire Vista. I am a 20+ year resident in our wonderful neighborhood,

and our home values are excellent In large part due to preserving the look of our classic Los Angeles homes. This is

why I am writing to urge you to adopt the R1R2-RG one for Wiishire Vista.
With thanks,
Kristin Bradbury 
1244 S. Spaulding Ave.
Wiishire Vista 
CD10
Begin forwarded message:
From: Sandy Yaras <sandv.varas@csmail.com>
Subject: CPC-2016-2112-ZC: Support for new “R1R2-RG” for Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 25, 2016 at 8:18:10 PM PDT 
To: NeiQhborhoodConservation@lacitv.orQ

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-famiiy 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks,

mailto:iudwaras@amail.com
mailto:hborhoodConservation@lacitv.or
mailto:wabradburv7@att.net
mailto:sandv.varas@csmail.com
mailto:hborhoodConservation@lacitv.orQ


Sandy Yaras
1200 S. Spauiding Ave
Wiishire Vista
CD10
Begin forwarded message:
From: Ewald Leverkus <eleverk tis@sbcglobat, net>
Subject: CPC-2016-2112-ZC: "R1R2-RG" for Wiishire Vista 
Date: September 24, 2016 at 3:50:36 PM PDT
To: "NeiahborhoodConservation@lacitv.org" <NeiahborhoodConservation@lacitv.orq>
Cc: "protectwilshirevista@gmail.com" <protectwilshirevista@omaitcom>
Reply-To: Ewald Leverkus <eleverkus@sbcglobal.net>

Dear LA City Planning staff,

I applaud your proposed single family R1R2-RG zone change. Your proposal will help maintain the 
existing diversified character of our neighborhood.

As an architect, I was drawn to buy a home in this area of Los Angeles where the character of an older era 
building facade had been maintained. As the housing needs change and prices escalate, it is inevitable 
that some modification to an existing structure will be needed.

The above noted zoning change will provide the best opportunity to maintain the existing ambiance of our 
neighborhood while providing the means to accommodate current living patterns.

QUESTION: What is the setback requirement for the second story additions?

Thank you for a well thought out zoning modification.

Ewald W.A. Leverkus

mailto:hborhoodConservation@lacitv.or
mailto:NeiahborhoodConservation@lacitv.orq
mailto:eleverkus@sbcglobal.net


Council members,

Our neighborhood has expressed its desire to maintain neighborhood character, i very much SUPPORT THE PROPOSED R1R3-RG zone lor Wiishire Vista.

Thank you,

Michelle Stern 
Wiishire Vista
CD 10

Dear Council Members,

Our neighborhood has expressed its desire to maintain neighborhood character. I SUPPORT THE PROPOSED R1R3-RG rone 
for Wiishire Vista.

Please vote in support of this measure. I will be attending the meeting to voice my support.

Thank you,

James Frenze! and Nancy Wicks
1243 S. Ogden Drive
Los Angeles
CA 90019
Wiishire Vista
CD 10

RE: CF 16-1460
Our neighborhood has expressed its desire to choose a new R1 Zone to maintain neighborhood character, especially with the 
addition of an RG Rear Detached Garage Supplemental Use District. Piease support this. Thus, based on the aforementioned, 
please accept this letter on my behalf.

Thank your for your time and consideration with this matter.

Best,
jvette M. Mares 
Wiishire Vista 
COUNCIL DISTRICT 10

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Committee,

RE: CF 16-1460
Our neighborhood has expressed its desire to choose a new R1 Zone to maintain neighborhood character, especially with the 
addition of an RG Rear Detached Garage Supplemental Use District. Piease support this.

Thank you,

PATRICK WOOD; 1165 Masselin 90019 
Wiishire Vista 
COUNCIL DISTRICT 10

Dear City Planning Staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect our
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

With Thanks,



Janice & Samuel Cummings 
1249 S Spaulding Ave 
Los Angeles, CA 90019-2418 
Wiishire Vista 
CDlO

Dear City Planning staff,

Thank you for developing proposed single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single -family 
neighborhood in Los Angeles.

I write to support the new zones, and to support the adoption of R1R2-RG for Wiishire Vista. This zone will help protect 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

With thanks,

Hari S. Rorlich 
1217 S. Stanley Ave.
Wiishire Vista 
Council District 10



We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R3-RG for Faircrest Heights {with R1V3-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R3-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv3 rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature | Address I Email*/Phone
■ __ _ Print dearly'Asterisk'your entail if yot.i'tj like email updates
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December 8, 2016

RE; Re-Zoning for Lower CD5 / BMO / Westwood South of Wilshire, Rancho Park - Carve out 

Attn: City Planning, Planning Commission, Council members and Planning Deputies 

Ladies and Gentlemen:

As a homeowner in Westwood South of Wilshire, Rancho Park,! am sensitive to the needs that 
some have to stop the overdevelopment of single family homes in our area and in the City of Los 
Angeles in general. However, Lower CD5 has been under Interim Control Ordinance (ICO) since 
March of 201S, which limits building to .50 Floor Area Ratios (FAR) without Bonus. This is extremely 
restrictive zoning that was an over correction to these concerns.

Moreover there is a current initiative to re-zone lower CDS to R1V2 or the new BMO further 
increasing restriction and limiting the amount that one can build between .45 FAR to .35 FAR. This 
would essentially prohibit two story homes and shrink the size of the rooms to unreasonably small 
dimensions, which would negatively impact the property value. It also does not consider many 
homeowners purchased in recent years at a market value based on the then prevailing codes and 
building / remodeling potential.

There are several communities located in Lower CD5 such as, Beverlywood, Cheviot, Beverlywood 
Adjacent, Mar Vista, Venice East of Lincoln, Inner CD5, that have already been acknowledged by the 
Planning Commission to have needs that are specific to their community, and will be re-zoned as 
RIVNew, pending final vote. Westwood South of Wilshire, Rancho Park is currently contained 
within the massive region of Lower CDS that does not appropriately represent its property owner’s 
needs. As homeowners in the Westwood South of Wilshire, Rancho Park area, our demographics 
are very similar and of the same needs of the above mentioned other communities.

We are asking our representatives to carve out the Westwood South of Wilshire, Rancho Park 
from the Lower CD5 (Proposed Map attached) and requesting that it have the same RIVNew 
zoning as the other communities. This will allow a maximum FAR of .55 for lots less than 
6,000 sq, feet and scale down to .45 for lots 10,000 sq. feet and above.

I respectfully request that my voice be heard in the strongest possible way. I am opposed to 
the proposed R1V2 or BMO re-zoning and in favor of the RIVNew for the Westwood South of 
Wilshire, Rancho Park area.

Sincerely,

Signature Print Name

Address:_________________________________________________
Neighborhood: Westwood South of Wilshire, Rancho Park, Lower CDS

Email Phone Date



We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice, The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L,A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print dearlyl Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots), These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name J Signature Address Email* / Phone j
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you’d like email updates. j
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Volunteers: Return petitions to___________________________________ by________________________ . For more info, email StopMansioni7aiion@yaboo.com or cal! 323-422-4085,
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R3-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V3-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

",

Petition in Support of R1R3-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv3 rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights <;riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name j Signature Address
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Volunteers: Return petitions to___________________________________ by________________________ . For more info, .....

Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.



We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights <riv2-rg tor shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* I Phone
Print dearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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Volunteers: Return petitions to ___ _______ ________ __ by__,___„________, For mare info, email StopftfansionizaOQn@yaboo.com or calf 323-422-4085.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name
.

Signature Address Email* / Phone I
Print dearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates. j
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shadow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you’d like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name J Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print rJnfirtvt Asterisk* vnnr Gmail if vnu'd like Gmail nndates.f . t rf-s.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Pianning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-famiiy neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R3-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V3-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R3-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights <rw3-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print dearly! Asterisk* your email if you’d like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R3-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V3-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R3-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv3-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature j Address I Email* /Phone j
1 j Prim clearly! Asterisk* your email if you’d like email updates. j
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express . 
our support for R1R3-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V3-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R3-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv3~rg tor shallow lots)

Printed Name j Signature Address j Email* / Phone
1 Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A, We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name j Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R3-RG for Faircrest Heights {with R1V3-RG for- the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R3-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights {riv3-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, wesit of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights {with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow iots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg tor shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address | Email*/PhoneI Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R3-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V3-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will heip protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition In Support of R1R3-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv3-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name J Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your ematf If you'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-R6 single family zone in Faircrest Heights (rw2 rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature j Address Email* / Phone
Print clearlyl Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction..

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rgforshanawlots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you’d like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (ri v2-rg for shallow lots)

staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow Ipts). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

AddressPrinted Name Signature
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Oo/unteers: Return petitions to by__________________ . t-ormore info, email StopMBnsioni2ation@yah0a.com or Gall 323-422-4085.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2 rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature j Address Email* / Phone
Print nietarivi Asterisk* vaur email ifvou'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name j Signature Address
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Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd tike email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in LA. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name j Signature Address
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights criv2-rg tor shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you’d like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice, The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in LA. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights <riv2-rg for shadow lots)

Printed Name j Signaturei Address Email* / PhonePrint clearlyi Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in LA. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character white allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (rw2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address
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We are residents of Los Angefes who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in LA. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)
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We are residents of Los Angeies who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the ieardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature \ Address
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character white allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rgforshallowlots)

Printed Name Signature Address
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice, The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (rw2-rg for shadow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print dearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow tots)
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We are residents of Los Angeies who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in LA. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-r\s for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk*'your email if you'd like email updates.
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We are residents oflps Angeles"whjD,..live eastof L'a-Gienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally .andrirrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG siingSe family zone in Faircrest Heights (ri\/2-rg tor shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print dearM Asterisk* vour email if you'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L,A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights <riv2-rg tor shallow tots)

neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

AddressPrinted Name Signature
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (rw2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature | Address Email* / Phone
j i - Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)
We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood, We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights {with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2 rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name I Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you’d like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in LA We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights <riv2-rg tor shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd tike email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 4 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in LA. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address 1 Email* / PhoneI Print dearly! Astsrisk* your email if you'd tike email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of d.ur 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing hontes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in LA. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect oun 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow iot$)

Printed Name Signature j Address
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We are residents of Los Angeies who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice, The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in LA. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights <riv2-rg tor shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print dearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Email* / Phone
Print clearlvt Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.

Signature AddressPrinted Name
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone [ :
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates. | ;
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Volunteers; Return petitions to______________ ,___ by___________________ _______ . For more info, email StopMansioni7.alion@yshoo.com or cal! 323-422-4085.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights <rw2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address J Email* / Phone
i Print dearly! Asterisk* your email if you’d like email updates,
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in LA We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (ri v2-rg tor shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address
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Print dearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like small updates.

Volunteers: Return petitions lo_ .by. Far more info, email StopMansioniialion@yahoo.com or call 323-422-4085.

mailto:StopMansioniialion@yahoo.com


We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2 rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name

u

Address Email* / Phone
Print dearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address
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Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates. J

Volunteers: Return petitions to by ___________ . For more info, email StopMartsionization@yahQO.com or call 323-422-4085.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cfenega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights <;riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address
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Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.

Volunteers: Return petitions to _ by_________________ , For more info, email StopMansioni7.ation@y3hoo.com or call 323-422-4085.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2 rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature j Address Email* / Phone I
] Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates. i
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Volunteers: Return petitions to._______ _____________ ____by____ _______ ____Formans info. emoH StopMansioni2ation@yahoo.com or call 323-422-4085.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Ci’enega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-R6 single family zone in Faircrest Heights {riv2-rg for shallow tots)

Printed Name Signature Address
Print ciearfy! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.

Email* / Phone
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Volunteers: Return petitions _______ ________________{>y„_______________ . For more info, email Stop!^3neianizeiJan@,y<3hoo.eom or call 323-422-4Q85.



We are residents of Los Angeies wiib live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.jr \
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Volunteers: Return petitions to_________ ,___________ ______ ____________________ . For more info, email StopMansionrzat:on@,yahoo com or call 323-422-4035.



Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg tor shallow lots)
We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A, We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Printed Name Signature Address !
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Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd. like email updates.

Volunteers: Return petitions to.. by. ______ . For more info, email SlopMansionfzation@yshoo. com or call 323-422-4085.



We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone J
Print dearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates. ]
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Volunteers: Return petitions to________ ___ ___________ ,__, by__________ . for more mfo, email StopMansionization@iyahoo.c<iin oroett 323-422-4085.



S ' s

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)
We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Printed Name Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print dearly! Asterisk* your email if you!d like email updates.
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Volunteers: Return petitions to____ ____________________by_______ ,____ ___. For more info, email SfopM8nsioniy.atiofl@yahQO.com or call 323-422-4085.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in LA We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition In Support of R1R2-RG single family zone In Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature 1 Address Email* / Phone
Print dearly! Asterisk* your email if you’d like email updates.
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Volunteers: Return petitions to ______________________ _ by______ _________For more info, email StopMivisionQsilon@yahoo.com GreatI 323-422-4065.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice, The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in LA. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones wilt help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (rw2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name J Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print cleariv! Asterisk* vour email if vou’d like email updates.
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Volunteers; Return petitions to_____ i_____________ ________by _________________ . For more info, email StoplvfansionizaliG.o@yahoo.com or call 323-422-4085,
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights <riv2-rg tor shallow lots)

Printed Name Signature Address Email* 1 Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you’d like email updates.
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Volunteers: Return petitions to i>y„ For more info, email StopManslanization@yahoo.com or call 323-422-4085,

mailto:StopManslanization@yahoo.com


Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)
We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

( ' \

Printed Name | Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print clearly! Asterisk* your email if you’d like email updates, :
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Volunteers: Return petitions to________ ,______________ by ... __________ . For more info, emeit StopMansiQni2ef.ion@yahoo.com or call 323-422-4085.
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We are residents of Los Angeles who live east of La Cienega, south of Pico, west of Fairfax and north of Venice. The character of our 
area is being fundamentally and irrevocably changed - and our quality of life diminished - as a result of the teardown of existing homes 
and reconstruction of super-sized homes that are grossly out of character and scale with our neighborhood. We applaud City Planning 
staff for developing single family zones that better reflect the varying character of single-family neighborhoods in L.A. We hereby express 
our support for R1R2-RG for Faircrest Heights (with R1V2-RG for the abnormally shallow lots). These new zones will help protect our 
neighborhood character while allowing reasonable renovations, expansions and new construction.

Petition in Support of R1R2-RG single family zone in Faircrest Heights (riv2-rg for shallow lots)

Printed Name I Signature Address Email* / Phone
Print dearly! Asterisk* your email if you'd like email updates.
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Date: a in n
Submitted in I Committee

Council Fife No: I

item No.

February 14, 2017

Dear Planning Commission Members

I am a property owner in the South Robertson/Castle Heights area. I was, unfortunately, unable 
to cancel my patients in order to attend this meeting in person today. 1 hope that this letter will 
be accepted in abstentia. I imagine that I am not the only property owner who would be here 
in person were the meeting held in the evening.

I am extremely concerned about this decision, and strongly support the proposed RlVNew/2 
zoning. This zoning will prohibit mansionization (which I favor), while maintaining consistency 
with our adjoining neighborhoods. A lack of consistency between neighborhoods will devalue 
our properties. I fail to understand why the city council/planning commission would act in a 
manner that clearly favors one neighborhood over another. You are the elected officials for the 
constituents in all of these neighborhoods. Please act in a manner that equally preserves the 
investment of all.

Margaret Sperry PsyD 
9139 Gibson Street 
Los Angeles, CA
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Petition for Fair Re-Zoning Rules of South 
Beverlywood Adjacent/Castle Heights Homes

Omt Neighbors

The City Is about to implement new zoning rules of either RTV2 
or BMQ both of which are unfavorable for our neighborhood 
(South Beverlywood Adjacent/Castle Heights; see map, red 
section). These rules will drastically restrict our ability to 
tenovatefexpand/rebuild, and reduce our property value, without 
making a difference in restraining mansionization. Our area Is 
singled out for far more restrictive rules than Beverlywood to our 
north and Cheviot Hills to our west. Our councilmember Paul 
Koretz Is open to giving us the same fair rule of RtVNew as 
granted to them, as long as he hears from enough of us. The City 
will decide in early January 20T7. so please sign the petition 
ASAP, and tell your neighbors.

Why should you care?
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c DRAMATICALLY LIMIT RENOVATIONS OR 
EXPANSIONS:
The City Is currently considering for us either the 
R1V2 or the BMO rule, both of which will reduce 
the living area, or the floor Area Ratio (PAR) 
between 45% FAR down to 35* FAR. For 
example, a 4200 sq. ft lot Is limited to less than 
1700 sq. ft. of living space, hardly enough for 
three bedrooms.

:> THIS WILL DECREASE THE VALUE OF YOUR 
PROPERTY:
Lend on which you cannot build is not worth 
much. So when you want to sell, take out e 
second mortgage, or leave something valuable to 
your children, R1V2/BMO will reduce the value of 
what is probably your most important asset.

= UNFAIR—ALL SURROUNDING AREAS GET 
SETTER RULES:
For example, Beverlywood north of us. and Inner 
Council District 5 (Cheviot Hills) west of us. get 
the better RIVNew rules (55% FAR). Why should

Date: 2-1 ^ ! O__________
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BETTER RULES:
For exampie, Beverlywood north of us, and Inner _ _ _
Council District 5 (Cheviot Hills) west of us, get S'gn ™'s Petit'on
the better RIVNew rules (5S% FAR). Why should
our tree be singled out for harsher rules? -

o THIS WILL AFFECT YOU IN THE FUTURE:
You might not think about expanding now, but 
the rules will be in place for 30 years or more. If 
at any time in the future you need more 
bedrooms for kids, take in your aging parents, or
want a home office, R1V2/BM0 wilt prohibit you. United sum

~ NO IMPACT ON MANSION!ZATION 
PREVENTION:
We are all concerned about manslonization, but 
whether it's R1V2/BM0 or RIVNew, It will prevent 
huge ugly boxes — the rules for height, setbacks 
from neighbor properties, etc. are almost 
identical. The key difference 13 living area, which 
Is fmportent for the inhebitonts of the house 
whHe herdly effecting the neighbors!

In summery, we are asking our Councitmember Paul Koretz to 
carve out our area (proposed red section in the attached map) 
from the Lower Council District 5 (in which we belong now) and 
requesting that we are allowed the same RIVNew zoning as 
Beverlywood end Inner Council District 5. This will allow a 
maximum 55% FAR for lots less than 6,000 sq. ft. and scale 
down in several steps, down to 45% FAR for lots IOjQOQ sq. ft.
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By signing the petition, I am voicing my opposition to the 
proposed R1V2/BMO re-zoning rules, and in favor of RIVNew 
for the South Beverlywood Adjacent/Castle Haights 
neighborhood.

Who we are: We am Andy, Betty, Adam, end Michael, a group of 
homeowners living In the area. None of us Is a developer, or has 
connections to developers. We just went fair and reasonable 
rules for the neighborhood we live In.

For more information, visit wwwUCD5zonlnp.net. or send an 
email to infnffilcd5Jnnlnq.ngt
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Fair LCDS Zoning started thrt petition with a ,------------—,
single signature, and now has 304 supporietv $t«t * petition ,
Start a petition today to cltanga somethinQ you ~~J
Care about.
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